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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient image-based approach to navigate a scene based on only

three wide-baseline uncalibrated images without the explicit use of a 3D model. After auto-

matically recovering corresponding points between each pair of images, an accurate trifocal

plane is extracted from the trifocal tensor of these three images. Next, based on a small num-

ber of feature marks using a friendly GUI, the correct dense disparity maps are obtained by

using our trinocular-stereo algorithm. Employing the barycentric warping scheme with the

computed disparity, we can generate an arbitrary novel view within a triangle spanned by

three camera centers. Furthermore, after self-calibration of the cameras, 3D objects can be

correctly augmented into the virtual environment synthesized by the tri-view morphing algo-

rithm. Three applications of the tri-view morphing algorithm are demonstrated. The first one

is 4D video synthesis, which can be used to fill in the gap between a few sparsely located video

cameras to synthetically generate a video from a virtual moving camera. This synthetic camera

can be used to view the dynamic scene from a novel view instead of the original static camera

views. The second application is multiple view morphing, where we can seamlessly fly through

the scene over a 2D space constructed by more than three cameras. The last one is dynamic

scene synthesis using three still images, where several rigid objects may move in any orienta-

tion or direction. After segmenting three reference frames into several layers, the novel views

in the dynamic scene can be generated by applying our algorithm. Finally, the experiments are

presented to illustrate that a series of photo-realistic virtual views can be generated to fly

through a virtual environment covered by several static cameras.
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1. Introduction

The techniques for rendering a novel view from a collection of sample images are

called image-based rendering (IBR). They are broadly used to generate virtual cam-
eras to visualize and navigate within virtual environments. Instead of using geomet-

rical primitives as in traditional graphics, these approaches deeply discover the

geometrical relationship between multiple sample images based on perspective prin-

ciples. Moreover, ray-correspondences or point-correspondences are recovered to

render a new virtual view by a back-tracing projection or forward warping.

Most IBR methods are based on plenoptic functions, which represent ray proper-

ties of a scene. Therefore, in order to record each ray from the scene, these approach-

es, such as light fields [12], lumigraphs [8], panorama mosaics [21], and visual hulls
[14], require a large number of pictures for a static scene. Another limitation of ex-

isting approaches is that they require special markers in the images to calibrate cam-

eras [5,6,8,12,14,28]. Some of them even need an explicit 3D model or geometric

proxy to trace ray correspondences [5,6,8], and others require an assumption about

depth [21].

Another class of approaches for interpolating two reference images is called image

morphing and view morphing [25]. These approaches can transform a source view

into a target view. Xiao et al. [26] presented a detailed comparison of three major
methods in this area: shape blending [1,22], feature-based morphing [3,11], and view

morphing [7,10,19]. These approaches use very few images compared to the ray trac-

ing methods discussed above. However, since shape blending and feature-based

morphing usually cannot retain strict geometrical properties of the scene, these

two methods are mainly used for images of different scenes (e.g., morphing of an

elephant into a deer). View morphing and view interpolation are based on perspec-

tive geometry principles, which can provide more realistic results when blending the

images of the same scene. Another drawback is that all of these approaches can only
be used to fill the gap between two views (i.e., navigation is limited to a straight line

between two original views), therefore cannot be used to navigate in a 2D or 3D vir-

tual environment.

In this paper, we follow the view morphing approach and propose a novel tech-

nique to synthesize a virtual view in a 2D space. First, based on three wide-baseline

uncalibrated images, we automatically recover corresponding feature points between

each pair of images and determine the epipolar geometry for each pair. Second, we

refine these correspondences and extract the trifocal plane by trifocal tensor compu-
tation. Third, employing the user friendly GUI, a small number of feature lines are

easily marked. Then, we automatically compute the disparity maps using our trinoc-

ular-stereo algorithm. As a result, we generate an arbitrary novel view located within

a triangle spanned by three camera centers, and easily navigate through the scene
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over a 2D space. After self-calibration of these three cameras, we even can accurately

augment 3D objects in virtual scene.

We demonstrate three applications of the tri-view morphing algorithm. The

first one is 4D video synthesis, which can be used to fill in the gap between a

few sparsely located video cameras to synthetically generate a video from a vir-

tual moving camera. This synthetic camera can be used to view the dynamic

scene from a novel view instead of the original static camera views. The second
application is multiple view morphing, where we can seamlessly fly through the

scene over a 2D space constructed by more than three cameras. The last one is

dynamic scene synthesis using three still images, where rigid objects may move

in any orientation or direction. After segmenting three reference frames into sev-

eral layers, the novel views in the dynamic scene can be generated by applying

our algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous work related to

view morphing algorithms. Section 3 presents an overview of our tri-view morphing
algorithm. Section 4 introduces how to automatically determine corresponding fea-

ture points to recover the epipolar geometries and the trifocal plane implied in three

views. Section 5 describes the trinocular-stereo algorithm to get the correct disparity

maps. Section 6 deals with the view blending function, and presents two schemes:

blending by barycentric coefficients, and blending by using linear ratios. Section 7

illustrates how to augment 3D objects in the virtual environment synthesized by

tri-view morphing algorithm. Section 8 presents three major applications: 4D video

synthesis, multiple view morphing, and dynamic tri-view morphing, and illustrates
several results obtained by our approach.
2. Related work

Seitz and Dyer�s [19] static view morphing algorithm consists of four main steps:

determining the fundamental matrix, prewarping, morphing, and postwarping. First,

eight or more corresponding points were manually selected to determine a funda-
mental matrix, F, by using a linear algorithm. Next, the two original images were

warped into a plane parallel to the camera baseline using epipolar geometry. Follow-

ing this, a user manually specified a set of corresponding line segments and then the

Beier–Neely method was used to interpolate correspondences. After linearly interpo-

lating the two parallel views based on the disparity map, a parallel morphing view

was obtained. To obtain a realistic final view, a quadrilateral was used to determine

the postwarping path for the final homography projection using linear interpolation.

However, the postwarping path obtained by linear interpolation may cause shrink-
ing problem as mentioned in [19,26].

Manning and Dyer [13] extended static view morphing to dynamic view morp-

hing. However, in their scenario, the moving objects can only move along a straight

line, and their motion is limited to only translation. Xiao et al. [26] relaxed this con-

straint and allowed an arbitrary motion. They showed that a rigid dynamic scene is

equivalent to several static scenes with different epipolar geometries based on relative
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motion. They also extended their method to articulated object motion, such as walk-

ing and arm gestures, and obtained photo-realistic results.

Avidan and Shashua [2] proposed their work on tri-view synthesis by using trifo-

cal tensor. In their framework, an arbitrary novel view can be generated at any 3D

view position based on three small baseline images, where the disparity can easily be

determined by Lucas–Kanade optical-flow method. It will be almost impossible for

Lucas–Kanade method to work for the wide baseline images. Pollard et al. [16] de-
termined edge correspondences and used interpolation to generate a new view over

trinocular images. However, since they cannot guarantee that the edge correspon-

dences are correct, their disparity map was computed using the conventional

edge-scanline algorithm, which is not clean. Therefore, their results contain a lot

of artifacts due to some incorrect correspondences. Vedula et al. [24] proposed view

interpolation over spatio-temporal domain, where 14–17 fully calibrated cameras

(with small baseline) were used on the one side of the actor/actress to capture the

events. In their approach, they used voxel coloring, 3D scene flow, and ray-casting
algorithm to synthesize the novel view over these original image sequences. They

removed the background layer, and only rendered the actor/actress layers. Their

results contain some visible artifacts due to the errors in shape estimation, scene

flow, etc.

Pollefeys and Van Gool [17] combined 3D reconstruction and IBR to render a

new view from a sequence of images. They first determined the relative motion be-

tween consecutive images, and then recovered the structure of the scene. Next, em-

ploying unstructured light field rendering, they can generate a virtual view by using
view-dependent texture. Using this sequence of images (small baseline), they accu-

rately estimated dense surface of the scene, which can efficiently improve the visual

effect of their results.

Recently, Zhang et al. [28] proposed to use feature-based morphing with light

fields to obtain very realistic 3D morphing. In their approach, a large number of

images (hundreds of pictures) were taken for each object using an array of calibrat-

ed cameras. Then, several feature polygons were manually determined employing a

user interface. Using the corresponding feature polygons, they generated a 4D light
field and grouped the corresponding ray bundles for reference images. Finally, a

novel view was synthesized using blending and warping functions on reference im-

ages.

Our paper overcomes the limitation of previous view morphing methods, which

are subject to a linear transformation between source and target views (or objects)

and only can generate one visualization trajectory connecting these original frames.

In particular, this paper makes the following contributions: First, we show that a vir-

tual environment can be generated for 2D navigation based on only a few (three or
four) wide baseline reference images. Second, using the trifocal plane extracted by

the trifocal tensor, our morphing procedure can maintain geometrical correctness

of synthesized novel views, which even can be correctly augmented with 3D objects.

Third, we introduce three novel applications—4D video synthesis, multiple view

morphing, and dynamic tri-view morphing, which can be efficiently implemented

by using our tri-view morphing algorithm.
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3. Algorithm overview

The input to tri-view morphing is three wide-baseline uncalibrated reference

images as shown in Figs. 1A–C. A series of novel virtual views (Figs. 1D–F)

from any arbitrary position in the trifocal plane can be synthesized to navigate

through the scene based on the three original images without any knowledge of

the scene. Our tri-view morphing algorithm is implemented using the following
steps:

First, using a two-stage wide baseline matching algorithm method using edge

corners [27], a number of corresponding points are automatically recovered to

compute the fundamental matrix and epipolar geometry for each pair of refer-

ence images.

Second, a unique trifocal plane E is determined employing their epipoles

eij(i, j 2 {1,2,3} and i „ j) as shown in Fig. 2. Then, the three original images I1, I2,

and I3 are warped into a plane parallel to the trifocal plane to obtain rectified images
Î1, Î2, and Î3.

Third, our feature-based trinocular-stereo algorithm is used to automatically

compute the correct disparity map between each pair of rectified images.

Finally, a tri-view blending function is determined according to the viewpoint

position. Following the perspective geometrical principles, the morphed image, Îs,

is obtained by combining the blending function with the disparity maps. Then, a

5-point postwarping scheme is used to project the morphed image to a proper final

position (Appendix C).
Fig. 1. A typical tri-view morphing scenario. (A–C) Three uncalibrated wide baseline reference images.

(D–F) A series of synthesized virtual views.



Fig. 2. Tri-view morphing procedure. After automatically determining a focal plane E, which is

constructed by three camera centers C1, C2, and C3, three original images I1, I2, and I3 are warped into

parallel views Î1, Î2, and Î3. The morphing image, Îs, is blended by using the rectified images with correct

disparity maps. The final image Is at Cs is postwarped from Îs by using the 5-point postwarping scheme.
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4. Determining corresponding points and the trifocal plane

4.1. Determining corresponding points

The popular technique for determining correspondences over small baseline imag-

es is the well-known STK tracker [20], which uses an affine model to effectively com-

pensate the motion over video frames. However, it fails to track or find

correspondences if a large rotation or scaling (usually present in wide baseline imag-

es) between two frames is introduced. Pritchett and Zisserman [18] have also present-

ed an approach to estimate reliable point correspondences based on local planar

homographies. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to determine these homographies

by parallelogram structures or using motion pyramids in most cases. Mikolajczyk
and Schmid [15] proposed the recent work on affine invariant interest point detector

using scale space. Since they used multi-scale space to determine feature points, their

method worked very well for significant scaling case (homography case). However,

their corner descriptors employing the high order derivatives cannot fully recover

non-linear rotation transformation.

In this paper, we use our wide baseline matching method to determine corre-

sponding points between each pair of images [27]. By decomposing the affine model

into rotation matrix R(a), scaling matrix S(j), and stretch-shearing matrix E, the
minimal image residue between the windows around two corresponding corners

can be computed by a two-stage algorithm.

For each pair of images, first, we determine a large number of corners by edge-

corner detector in two images. The edge-corner detector can efficiently detect the

corners located at the intersection of multiple edges. Then, a set of reliable corre-

sponding points are found using the two-stage matching algorithm [27]. Fig. 3 shows

the corresponding points and several epipolar lines obtained by our algorithm for a

pair of images.



Fig. 3. One hundred and eighty two corresponding points between two car images ((B,C) in Fig. 1) were

found. The green lines are epipolar lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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4.2. Determining the trifocal plane

To get geometrically correct morphing (Fig. 2), we first need to determine a trifo-

cal plane, E, and warp the original images into parallel views. The focal plane is de-

fined by the three camera centers. The epipole eij = PiCj, where Pi is the projection

matrix of camera i, and Cj is the optical center of camera j. After computing the cor-

responding corners m0
1 and m0

2 between image I1 and I2, and corresponding corners

m00
1 and m00

3 between image I2 and I3, we merge these two groups of corresponding

points into one group and obtain new correspondences m1, m2, and m3, where

m1 2 ðm0
1 \ m00

1Þ.
Using Hartley and Zisserman�s [9] robust method, the outliers are eliminated and

the trifocal tensor T = [T1,T2,T3] is determined. Then, the fundamental matrices F12,

F23, and F31 are extracted from the tensor. As a result, we can compute the trifocal

plane by using the cross products of epipoles. For each camera, the trifocal plane

normal is different. In camera C1, the plane normal NE1
¼ e12 � e13; in camera C2,

NE2
¼ e23 � e21; and in camera C3, NE3

¼ e31 � e32.
After the trifocal plane is determined, the three original images are warped into

parallel views using the prewarping algorithm (Appendix A) and employing the com-
puted NE1

; NE2
; and NE3

. Also, the epipoles are projected into infinity. As a result of

this warping, all epipolar lines in the three rectified images are pairwisely parallel.

Next, for each pair of rectified images, corresponding epipolar lines are rotated to

make them parallel to scanline directions.
5. Trinocular-stereo

In this section, we propose a trinocular-stereo algorithm to compute the disparity

map between each rectified image pair, which is based on a pixel-to-pixel dynamic

scanline algorithm [4,23]. In our algorithm, the dissimilarity function uses three im-

age intensity differences (SAD: Sum of Absolute Difference) of corresponding pixels

in three rectified pairs of images (Eq. (1)).
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Fig. 4 shows that the rectified images can be rotated to make scanlines parallel to

different epipolar lines. For example, image Î12 is obtained when the x axis of Î1 is

rotated to make it parallel to e12, and Î13 is obtained when the x axis of Î1 is rotated

to make it parallel to e13. Images Îij and Îji are called a corresponding rectified pair,

since the correspondences of these two images are always located on the same scan-

line.

Consider the corresponding scanlines L and R in Î12 and Î21, which start from Ls

and Rs, and end at Le and Re, respectively. If the two pixels x12 and x21 match, the

corresponding pixel, x3, in original image I3 is given as the intersection of the two

epipolar lines:

x3 ¼ ðF 31x1Þ � ðF 32x2Þ;
where x1 are the coordinates of the pixel x12 in original image I1, and x2 is the coor-

dinates of the pixel x21 in original image I2. Let x13 be the projection of x1 on Î13, x23
be the projection of x2 on Î23, and x31 and x13 be the projections of x3 on Î31 and Î13,

respectively.

The dissimilarity function d(x12,x21) is computed by using three SADs over 3 · 3

window N.

dðx12; x21Þ ¼
X
N

ĵI12ðx12Þ � Î21ðx21Þj þ
X
N

ĵI23ðx23Þ � Î32ðx32Þj

þ
X
N

jÎ31ðx31Þ � Î13ðx13Þj ð1Þ

Next, we use a pixel-to-pixel dynamic-scanline algorithm which uses an inter-scan-

line penalty to compute a dense disparity map for each corresponding rectified pair.
Fig. 4. The x axis of rectified image Îi can be rotated to make it parallel to different epipolar directions. Î12
and Î21, Î23 and Î32, and Î31 and Î13 are three corresponding rectified pairs.
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This stereo algorithm is reliable for the images with small occlusions and diffuse

reflections. On the other hand, the stereo algorithm is not robust enough to handle

some areas with large occlusion or specular reflection. Therefore, we have developed

a user interface (GUI) to get some additional features to improve the disparity maps.

This tool is based on trifocal geometry, which guarantees that the three correspond-

ing feature lines match simultaneously. Once a user clicks a point in the first window,

two epipolar lines will appear in the second and third window to guide the user to get
the correct corresponding points. Fig. 5 shows how to find three corresponding fea-

ture points by only two clicks.

After marking the feature lines, there may be several corresponding feature pixels

at scanlines L and R with certain order, such as (Ls,L1, . . . ,Li, . . . ,Le) and

(Rs,R1, . . . ,Ri, . . . ,Re). For each corresponding marked interval, LiLi + 1 and

RiRi + 1, we apply the trinocular-stereo algorithm to compute the dense disparity in-

side this interval. Next, we link these intervals together and get the complete dispar-

ity map for these scanlines.
Using this tool, the geometrically correct features can be obtained easily. As a

result, the dense disparities in these areas with specular reflections or occlusions
Fig. 5. GUI to mark feature lines for car frames. (1–3) Three reference image windows. (4–6) Zoomed

windows for current corresponding feature points. The cyan lines are feature lines. The current feature

points are located at the intersection of two epipolar lines with red �+.� The magenta, blue, and green lines

are epipolar lines. After clicking in the first window, the UI will give two epipolar lines (blue and green) in

this window, and one corresponding epipolar line (blue) in window (2), and one (green) in window (3).

Then, the magenta lines will show the two corresponding points (the intersections with blue and green

lines) in window (2,3). The user can move the mouse to drag the magenta lines and easily find these two

corresponding feature points simultaneously with the second click. (For interpretation of the references to

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)



Fig. 6. Comparison of the morphing results using two different disparity maps. (B) The result obtained

without using feature lines. Note. There are some sever artifacts at the left most edge of the box, headlight

of the car, book boundaries (yellow circles), etc. (C) The result obtained with feature lines (red lines in

(A)). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web

version of this paper.)
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can be correctly computed and blended. Figs. 6(B–C) shows a comparison of the re-

sults with and without the GUI. In car images, 8 feature lines are marked on the area
with occlusions or specular reflection, which required about less than ten minutes of

manual work by employing the GUI. For other image sets in this paper, with the

help of GUI, 10–20 feature lines are marked within 10–20min, and the disparity er-

ror is dramatically reduced.
6. View blending function

The view blending function determines the contribution of each reference image

to the morphed images. In traditional image morphing, the blending function works

on the original images such as I1 and I2. Usually, it cannot maintain geometric prop-

erties as strictly as view morphing, which interpolates the rectified images, Î1 and Î2,

according to perspective geometry principles [19]. Following this direction, we prove

in Appendix B that any linear combination of three parallel views satisfies the per-

spective geometry property.



Fig. 7. Blending by barycentric coefficients k1, k2, and k3. Î1, Î2, and Î3 are rectified images, Îs is the desired

image morphed using these three images.
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Let Wij be the warping function between images Îi and Îj, which specifies the

correspondences between Îi and Îj.

W ij ¼ p̂i þ dij; ð2Þ
where dij can be obtained using the dense disparity map in Section 5 when i „ j, and

dij = 0 when i = j. Next, we create a new warping function Bi to warp each of the im-

ages Îi to Îs and blend them together.

Bi ¼
X3

i¼1

kiW ij; ð3Þ

Î s ¼
X3

i¼1

kiBiðÎ iÞ; ð4Þ

where kiBi (Îi) represents the warped image Îi into Îs with opacity value ki. It is easily
verified that Eq. (4) has the linear blending property p̂s ¼

P3

i¼1kip̂i by substitution of

Eqs. (2) and (3).

Based on this result, we present a scheme to blend three rectified images, which is

based on image Îs�s barycentric coordinates k = (k1,k2,k3), subject to ki P 0 andP3

i¼1ki ¼ 1 (Fig. 7). Along each edge of the triangle, one of the three coordinates

(corresponding to the opposite vertex) is zero. This property is very useful for con-
tinuous interpolation across the edges of a triangulation in multiple view morphing,

such as Fig. 11. After blending the rectified image pairs, we reproject the morphing

images to the final position by 5-point postwarping algorithm (Appendix C) and ob-

tain the final novel views as shown in Fig. 1.
7. Augmenting 3D objects

In order to augment 3D objects in the virtual morphing environment, first we self-

calibrate three cameras, and obtain the intrinsic and external parameters of these
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cameras. Then, for any novel view, the new camera matrix can be interpolated using

blending coefficient k. Based on this camera model, the 3D objects can be correctly

rendered and augmented into the scene during the scene navigation, which is a pre-

requisite for the interaction with the synthesized environment.

From the recovered trifocal tensor, T, the projective camera matrices Pp1 ; Pp2 ;
and Pp3 , can be extracted as follows:
Pp1 ¼ ½Ij0�;
Pp2 ¼ ½½T1;T2;T3�e31je21�;
Pp3 ¼ ½ðe31eT31 � IÞ½TT

1 ;T
T
2 ;T

T
3 �e21je31�:

Since we used one digital camera to capture these images, we can safely assume

that only the focal length in the camera�s intrinsic parameters was changed during

taking the pictures. Then, we employ the self-calibration method [9] to recover a

3D homography H and obtain a metric 3D construction of the sparse corresponding

points, where the metric camera matrix Pmi ¼ PpiH . The metric camera matrix Pmi

also can be represented as:

Pmi ¼ Ki½RijRiti� ¼ Ki½Rzð/iÞRyðhiÞRxðwiÞjRiti�;
where Ki represents intrinsic parameters of camera Pmi , Ri and ti are the rota-
tion and translation components of the camera�s external parameters. Each of

rotation matrix, Ri, can be decomposed into three components Rz(/i), Ry(hi),
and Rx(wi).

Therefore, the parameters of new virtual camera can be easily linearly interpolat-

ed by multiplying the coefficient k = (k1,k2,k3), respectively.

Ks ¼ k1K1 þ k2K2 þ k3K3;

ts ¼ k1t1 þ k2t2 þ k3t3;

/s ¼ k1/1 þ k2/2 þ k3/3;

hs ¼ k1h1 þ k2h2 þ k3h3;

ws ¼ k1w1 þ k2w2 þ k3w3:

The new camera matrix is given by

Pms ¼ Ks½Rzð/sÞRyðhsÞRxðwsÞjRsts�:
This new camera model is guaranteed to move on the trifocal plane due to the

linear interpolation of the translation components of the cameras. Based on this
new camera matrix Pms , we use OpenGL to render the 3D object and augment

the object into the view generated from the same viewpoint. In Fig. 8, we aug-

ment a 3D ‘‘Bunny’’ model on the top of the book. To generate the shadow,

we simply recover a plane of book using sparse 3D points reconstructed from

self-calibration method. Then, after assuming an approximate light source, the

shadow is generated and projected on this plane and ‘‘Bunny’’ model by multiple

pass rendering.



Fig. 8. Augmenting 3D object in tri-view morphing. The first row shows three original images with the

augmented object (‘‘Bunny’’ model from Stanford University). The 3D model is accurately augmented on

the top of the book. The second row shows that a series of synthesized virtual views with the augmented

object can maintain geometric correctness in the morphing procedure. We also generate the shadow of

model and cast it on the book by assuming a light source. The bottom row shows the detail of one

synthetic image.
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8. Applications and results

In this section, we demonstrate three applications of tri-view morphing: 4D video

synthesis, multiple view morphing, and dynamic tri-view morphing, and illustrate ex-

amples for each application. In our experiments, all of the static reference images

were captured by a hand held Olympus digital camera C-3000.

8.1. 4D video synthesis

Our tri-view morphing algorithm can be used for either static scenes or dynamic
scenes with rigid objects (Section 8.3). If the scene contains a non-rigid object with a

large deformation, it is very difficult to segment the object into several rigid parts as
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discussed in [26]. To navigate through a real dynamic scene, we can set up several

static uncalibrated video cameras to capture the scene over time. For each time,

Ti, using the tri-view morphing algorithm, we can morph multiple frames and nav-

igate through the virtual scene. Furthermore, we can generate a moving camera to

navigate through a 4D space (3D Euclidean space + 1D time space), which is called

4D video synthesis as shown in Fig. 9.

In our 4D video synthesis, we only use three uncalibrated wide baseline video
cameras to acquire original image sequences, and blend the foreground (moving

objects) and background simultaneously during the view interpolation. Our ap-

proach can be implemented in three steps. First, the video frames amongst the

three cameras are synchronized. For each time, Ti, we get three images taken

at the same time. Second, applying the tri-view morphing algorithm, we compute

dense disparity between each pair of images and generate an arbitrary novel view

within a triangle spanned by three camera centers. Third, if the trajectory for

the motion of the virtual camera is specified, we even can link the frames over
time Ti and generate a moving video camera instead of the original static video

cameras.

A few images of the synthetic video for one specified trajectory are shown in the

last two rows of Fig. 10. We placed three video cameras at three different locations

and in different orientations to record a car collision event. The car was controlled by

a remote controller to impact the box. For each video camera, we obtained 26

frames. The first frame of each camera was used to determine the trifocal plane using

the algorithm proposed in this paper. Next, for each time Ti, disparity maps were
computed between rectified images using our trinocular stereo algorithm. After an

arbitrary trajectory for a virtual moving video camera is specified, a novel dynamic

video is synthesized. A few images of video for one specified trajectory are shown in

the second row of Fig. 10.
Fig. 9. 4D video synthesis. A dynamic scene is captured by three video cameras. For each time Ti, tri-view

morphing can be used to generate a virtual video camera Cs to navigate through the scene.



Fig. 10. 4D video synthesis for car collision. The first row shows the images captured at time T1 by three

video cameras. The second row shows the images captured at T2 by these video cameras. All of the original

cameras were fixed during the video capture. The last two rows show images synthesized by a virtual

moving video camera to navigate through the dynamic event of a car collision.
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8.2. Multiple view morphing using triangle tessellation

If a scene is captured by more than three cameras (the cameras do not necessarily

have to lie in the same plane), we can use triangle tessellation to group each triple of

neighboring cameras and generate a new view to seamlessly navigate through the

scene. Fig. 11 shows a triangle tessellation for four view morphing. The four cameras

are grouped into two triples (C1, C2, C3) and (C4, C3, C2). In Section 6, we intro-

duced barycentric blending schemes to blend a new view, which can make a seamless

connection over the triangle boundaries.

Fig. 12 shows the morphing results using four images of a skateboarding doll.
These four images were acquired by a hand held digital camera without any camera

calibration. The surface of the doll is quite complicated. It is very difficult to model it

using a 3D textured model employing only these four images. We tessellated the four



Fig. 11. Four view morphing. A virtual camera Cs can seamlessly navigate the scene covered by four

cameras over two triangles.

Fig. 12. Four view morphing of a doll. The first row shows four original uncalibrated images taken by a

hand held camera. The second row shows a series of synthesized virtual views.
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views into two triangles as shown in Fig. 11, and generated novel views using the

view-independent blending scheme. In this case, a novel camera generates a contin-
uous trajectory, which passes through the triangle boundaries, resulting in a seamless

navigation.

8.3. Dynamic tri-view morphing

Our dynamic tri-view morphing is focused on a dynamic scene containing only

rigid moving objects, which may rotate or translate. Xiao et al. [26] have shown that

novel views can be generated for such dynamic scenes by using a separate fundamen-
tal matrix for each rigid object (layer) based on the relative motion between two



Fig. 13. A typical tri-view morphing scenario. (A–C) Three uncalibrated wide-baseline reference images.

(D,E) Segmentation results of the first frame. (F–H) The background images corresponding to the three

original views after filling in the gaps occupied by the car. (I,J) Morphing results of the car and

background layers, respectively. The last row shows the virtual views obtained after compositing the car

and background layers.
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views. In this paper, we extend this idea to dynamic tri-view morphing. Our algo-

rithm consists of three main steps: segmentation, tri-view morphing for each layer
and multiple layer blending.

Fig. 13 shows a dynamic scene with a moving car. Three reference images were

taken at different times and at different positions and orientations while the car

was moving. We put an eye-drops tube in the scene to introduce a transparent ma-

terial. Since the moving object (car) and the background (the rest of the image) have

different epipolar geometries, we segment the scene into two layers: background (Fig.

13E) and car (Fig. 13D). Next, we compute a homography to fill in the hole in Fig.

13E using the pixels from the other two images, in order to obtain the background
image (Fig. 13F) for the first frame. Then, the background (Fig. 13I) and car (Fig.

13J) are blended separately by the tri-view morphing algorithm. Finally, these two

images are composited together and the final results are obtained as shown in the last

row of Fig. 13. As a result, the car is moving along its own trajectory during the

scene navigation.

Note. The true strength of the proposed approach can only be realized by looking

at a video sequence. The high resolution video sequences of the above experiments

are available on our web site: http://www.cs.ucf.edu/~vision/projects/triview/.
9. Conclusion and discussion

Using our proposed image-based approach, we can interactively navigate

through a scene based on only three wide-baseline uncalibrated images without

http://www.cs.ucf.edu/~vision/projects/triview/
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the explicit use of a 3D model. Based on the decomposition of the affine matrix, a

large number of corresponding points among the original images are automatically

recovered to determine an accurate trifocal geometric relationship between three

reference images. The disparity maps are computed to construct the blending

functions using our feature-based trinocular-stereo algorithm. An arbitrary novel

view located within a triangle on the trifocal plane is blended to obtain a photo-

realistic image, which can be correctly augmented by 3D objects after camera
self-calibration.

We demonstrated three applications of tri-view morphing: 4D video synthesis,

multiple view morphing, and dynamic view morphing. All of the applications are

useful for filling in gaps in multiple images, movie-making, etc. Our results success-

fully show that even using few images (3–4), we can generate photo-realistic images

to navigate the virtual environment, where the virtual objects can interact with the

3D scene.

One limitation of our work is that our navigation currently is restricted in a 2D
space constructed by three images. Even though an arbitrary novel view at any posi-

tion can be synthesized from two or three images as claimed by Avidan [2], it usually

cannot preserve the good-quality rendering results due tomissing texture from the new

viewpoint.Hence, the novel view along the baseline of two images or along the tri-focal

plane of three images can avoid this problem and can provide the higher quality re-

sults. In order to navigate a 3D volume and obtain a realistic visual effect, four images

captured by the non-coplanar cameras areminimal requirements. In the future, wewill

investigate this area and extend our method to 3D volume navigation. Also, if the
strong specular reflections are present in the images, it is very hard to determine dis-

parities only by the stereo algorithm without feature marks. How to remove the spec-

ular reflection and obtain stable disparity is another direction worth researching.
Appendix A. Prewarping

The purpose of the prewarping procedure is to warp the three reference images
into the trifocal plane and to obtain rectified images, Î1, Î2, and Î3, which are used

to compute dense disparity maps. This procedure is implemented in three steps.

Note that NE1
¼ e12 � e13 in camera C1, NE2

¼ e23 � e21 in camera C2, and

NE3
¼ e31 � e32 in camera C3.

First, we rotate the original images to a plane parallel to the trifocal plane. Let R1,

R2, and R3 be the rotation matrices for images I1, I2, and I3, respectively.

R�1
1 ¼

rT11
rT12
rT13

2
64

3
75; R�1

2 ¼
rT21
rT22
rT23

2
64

3
75; R�1

3 ¼
rT31
rT32
rT33

2
64

3
75;

where r11 ¼ e12
je12j, r13 ¼

NE1
jNE1

j, r12 = r11 · r13, r21 ¼ �e21
je21j, r23 ¼

�NE2
jNE2

j, r22 = r21 · r23,

r31 ¼ e31
je31j

, r33 ¼
�NE3
jNE3 j

, r32 = r31 · r33. After this step, all of the epipoles are projected
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into infinity, and the epipolar lines passing through e12 and e21 are rotated to hori-

zontal. Now the new F12 can be represented as:

~F 12 ¼ R2F 12R�1
1 ¼

0 0 0

0 0 a

0 b c

2
64

3
75:

The image Î2 is adjusted by vertical scaling and translation by a matrix T [19]. The

prewarping homographies for images I1, I2 are H1 = R1, H 2 ¼ TR�1
2 , respectively.

Next, we rotate Î3 by an angle / and adjust the image by a scaling and shearing ma-

trix Q, which guarantees that the sum of the three internal angles between projected

epipoles equals 180�. The images Î1 and Î2 are equivalent to the corresponding rec-

tified pair Î12 and Î21.

Similarly, we can rotate images to make different epipolar lines (passing eij and eji)

horizontal and get the other two corresponding rectified pairs, Î23 and Î32, Î31, and
Î13.
Appendix B. Linear blending

In this section, we will prove that any linear combination of three parallel views

satisfies the perspective geometry property. Suppose that the trifocal plane is located
at Z = 0, and the camera center Ci = [Cix Ciy 0]

T. The projection matrices for the par-

allel view Ci can be represented as:

Pi ¼
fi 0 0 �fiCix

0 fi 0 �fiCiy

0 0 1 0

2
64

3
75;

where fi is focal length of Ci. The new point p̂s can be obtained by linearly blending
the three corresponding points p̂1, p̂2, p̂3, which are, respectively, the projections of a

3D point P = [X Y Z 1]T on images Î1, Î2, and Î3.

p̂s ¼ k1p̂1 þ k2p̂2 þ k3p̂3 ¼
1

Z
ðk1P1 þ k2P2 þ k3P3ÞP ¼ 1

Z
PsP ;

where Ps is the linear interpolation of P1, P2, and P3, its focal length

fs = k1f1 + k2f2 + k3f3, and the camera center Cs = k1C1 + k2C2 + k3C3. Therefore,

any linear combination of three parallel views satisfies the perspective geometry
property when

P3

i¼1ki ¼ 1.
Appendix C. Postwarping

The postwarping procedure deals with the reprojection of the morphing results
into a proper final position. In the original view morphing algorithm, this step

was implemented by manually determining the final position of four control points

or performing linear interpolation (which usually causes shrinking [19,26]).
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If the cameras are self-calibrated using the computed correspondences and metric

sparse 3D points are recovered (the case for augmenting 3D objects), the position of

these points in the final view can be computed by transforming 3D points using the

new interpolated camera matrix. Then, the reprojection can be implemented by sim-

ply finding a homography between the morphed image and the final view.

For the uncalibrated camera case, we can use the least distortion method [1,26] to

approximate the final postwarping shape position to obtain smooth views transfor-
mation. First, we automatically select 5 corresponding points such that one is close

to the centroid, and the other four points are located in four different directions near

the image boundary in original images I1, I2, and I3 as shown in Fig. 14. Then, based

on the assumption that the centroid of the scene pcs moves following the linear com-

bination of pc1 ; pc2 ; and pc3 ,

pcs ¼
X3

i¼1

kipci ;

where pci is the center point position in image Ii (Fig. 14). In the 5-point scheme, the

triangulation T includes 4 triangles ti (i = 1, . . . , 4). The intermediate postwarping po-

sition (blue lines in Fig. 14D) can be obtained by minimizing Eq. (C.1) by the least

squares method.

eV ¼
X
ti2T

jjAftig � Bftigjj
2
; ðC:1Þ
Fig. 14. Five-point postwarping. Five corresponding points are selected to construct four triangles in

reference images (A–C). (D) Compares an intermediate shape generated by the least distortion method

(blue) with linear method (red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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where A{ti
} is an ideal shape of triangle ti obtained by the least distortion method

over three images, B{ti
} is an actual shape of the triangle ti, and V is a set of the five

points.
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